
Grade level :  Intermediate (Grade 3  and 4)

edible weeds and wilds
BIG IDEAS
Science 3
Living things are diverse, can be grouped, and interact in their ecosystems
(nature literacy and plant identification).
 
Science 4
All living things sense and respond to their environment (learning about the
positive qualities of edible weeds and wilds). 
 
Socials 3
People from diverse cultures and societies share some common experiences
and aspects of life (all food was once wild, people from around the world
foraged edible wilds; introduction of food domestication affected cultures and
societies worldwide).
 
Indigenous knowledge is passed down through oral history, traditions, and
collective memory (the First Peoples have developed nature literacy for edibles
wilds from time immemorial, their connection and stewardship to the land is
passed onto generations to tread lightly on the earth.)
 
Language Arts 3
Curiosity and wonder lead us to new discovers about ourselves and the world
around us (nature literacy and plant journal).
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ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS
What foods are all around us, but
we cannot see, because we do not
know about them?
What if instead of all the brand
names we know, we knew the
plants and trees around us by
name?
How can eating wild foods
change us?

Learning is holistic, reflexive,
experiential, and relational
(focused on connectedness, on
reciprocal relationships, and a
sense of place).
Learning involves generational
roles and responsibilities. 
Learning recognizes the role of
indigenous knowledge.

FIRST PEOPLES
PRINCIPLES OF LEARNING

CURRICULAR COMPETENCIES

Demonstrate curiosity about
natural world (learning to be
observant on a wild walk)
Experience and interpret the local
environment (identifying edible
wilds and weeds in local
environment)
Identify some simple
environmental implications of
their actions (understanding the
ethics of foraging).

Identify features of Indigenous
cultures that characterize their
relationship to the land
(importance of understanding
their environment and the
knowledge of medicinal and
edible wilds).

Make ethical judgments about
events, decisions, or actions that
consider the conditions of a
particular time and place (ethical
judgement - the ethics of
foraging: take a little, leave a lot).

Science 3 & 4

 
Socials 3

 
Socials 4

 

Dandelion greens
are very tasty, and

the roots have
many medicinal

qualities.
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CONTENT

The variety of different types of living things in an ecosystem
(observing and identifying wild plants)
Characteristics of local plants and fungi (using guide books/nature
apps for plant identification)
The knowledge of local First Peoples of ecosystems (indigenous
wisdom about edible weeds and wilds)
Our shared responsibility to care for the local environment (ethics of
foraging and stewardship)

How plants respond to light, water (observation over the seasons and
changing factors)
The effects of relative positions of the sun, moon, and Earth, including
local First Peoples perspective (indigenous knowledge of harvesting,
wilds)

Science 3
Biodiversity: (edible wilds and weeds in local setting)

 
Science 4
Sensing and responding: Humans, other animals, plants (knowledge of
types of edible wilds in local area)

 
Socials 3
Relationship between humans and their environment (the ethics of
foraging and harvesting sustainably)
 
Arts 3 & 4
Visual arts is a unique language for creating and communicating
(sketching plants)
 

KEY TERMS
Ethical - rules of behaviour based on ideas of what is morally
right or wrong
Medicinal - a substance or plant having healing properties
Foraging - a person or animal searching widely for food or
provisions (in nature)
 
 



CORE COMPETENCIES
SOCIAL 

RESPONSIBILITY

Contributing to
community and caring
for the environment:
Students develop
awareness and take
responsibility for their
natural environments
by working
independently and
collaboratively for the
benefit of the
environment (the
ethics of foraging and
how to harvest plants
sustainably).

CREATIVE
THINKING

Students may
generate create ideas
as a result of
engagement with
someone else's ideas, a
naturally occuring
problem or interest or
passion (reflection
journal on some of
learned indigenous
knowledge).

CRITICAL 
THINKING

Analyze and critique:
Students learn to
analyze and identify
edible wilds and weeds
based on purpose and
criteria. They learn to
make ethical
judgments about
harvesting.
 
 

MATERIALS:
Kettle
Cups for tea
Strainers
(tea)pot
Pruners, for cutting plants
Basket or bag, for harvested
plants

ACTIVITY OVERVIEW
Students will be introduced to
edible weeds growing in the
garden and edible wild plants
that grow all around them.
Students will learn about the
ethics of foraging, when it is safe
to collect plants to eat, and how
to harvest certain plants
sustainably. Student’s natural
literacy will expand by learning
some plant identification, and
hopefully their wonder, too.
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ACTIVITY:

Go on a ‘wild walk’ with the students.
Before you head out, go over a few things in the classroom. We need
to dress warm, listen closely. The instructor will sometimes pick a
plant, but unless instructed, do not pick any plants. Do not eat
anything unless instructed, as there are poisonous plants that you
could eat by mistake.
Discuss ethics. We don’t have to trample over plants and kill them to
get to what we need. Tread lightly. Of the plants we are harvesting,
we don’t want to take too much from one plant or one area. Take no
more than ⅓. We take a little, leave a lot. We say thank you and think
of the plant and how it will nourish us as we pick out of respect for
the plants and the environment. If you aren’t sure about a plant's ID,
or if you need it, we use the saying: “When in doubt, leave it out”. 
Once we have learned about some plants, we harvest a few. There are
so many, it’s hard to remember them all. Start by focusing on one,
and just learn about that one plant, and every season, add one more.
Dandelion is a great one for starting out.
Bring back your forage to the classroom, wash the plants, and make
tea. While we are waiting for and drinking our tea, allow students to
write in their journals or thinking of some ‘wonderings’ they can ask
the instructor about wild plants and reflect on their walk and draw
some of the plants they saw.

ASSESSMENT
Students respond to one of the essential
questions which were asked at the beginning
of the inquiry. 
They may choose one of a variety of ways to
represent their learning (text, drama, visual
arts, etc). 
A set of criteria may be established with the
class, in advance of beginning the assessment
of their learning (e.g. statements supported by
evidence of learning).

WILD TEA RECIPE
Dandelion petals, washed and removed from the
head. Mint or Lemon Balm, from the garden
 
When using fresh ingredients for tea, you'll need
quite a bit more than you're probably used to
with dried. So make sure you have a good
handful of whatever you use. Mint brings out the
flavour of other ingredients. Let steep for about
20 minutes. Can dilute with lukewarm water for
easier drinking for children.



FOLLOW UP
Essential question recall: 
What foods are all around us, but we cannot see, because we
do not know about them?
What if instead of all the brand names we know, we knew the
plants and trees around us by name? 
How can eating wild foods change us?
 
Journal Prompts: 
Why might we want to only harvest from areas that are
abundant, or only take about one third of what is there?

CONCLUSION
Hopefully your wild walk will open students to a new way of seeing the
natural world around them. A big part of the lesson is reflection as well as
actually consuming a wild plant and getting over perhaps a fear, or finding
a willingness to try, and learning that eating wild plants can taste and feel
great.

EXTENSIONS/NEXT ACTIVITIES:
Students can choose a wild edible plant and do
research on the health benefits and traditional
uses of the plant.

RESOURCES:
Lori Snyder, local Metis ethnobotanist's website
(www.lorisnyder.co/images)
Books: Food Plants Of Coastal First Peoples by
Nancy Turner; Plants of the Pacific Northwest
Coast -Plant ID Guide by Pojar and MacKinnon
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https://www.lorisnyder.co/images
https://publications.royalbcmuseum.bc.ca/product/food-plants-of-coastal-first-peoples/
https://yourlibrary.bibliocommons.com/item/show/1111089101


BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
Food Domestication
All foods were once wild. Kind of like genetic modification, farmers
used what we call “selective breeding” to alter the genes of plants over
a long period of time, to get the genes they wanted, and therefore the
plants they wanted, to make the food we eat today. 
 
Some of the most commonly known examples of this are corn and
wheat. Did you know that corn and wheat are a grass? Scientists and
historians used to think that domestication of food was brought on
because of food scarcity or not enough food, but in actuality, it was
because of food abundance, our population was able to grow and keep
growing because of raised quality of life. 
 
Plants have contributed much to human history. Weeds are plants,
according to humans, whose undesirable qualities outweigh their good
qualities. They also could be considered a plant out of place, not
intentionally sown, or a plant whose virtues have not yet been
discovered. They usually are strong competitors and have in fact many
positives. Many are edible, medicinal, add nutrients to the soil, or act as
a barrier from erosion. Therefore, weeds are not always a bad thing to
have in the garden. However, if you’re planting a garden, with limited
space and resources, if there are weeds growing in your garden, you can
pull them out to stop them from taking resources away from your
garden, so your plants you intended to grow will grow well.
 
 Dried Red

(Springbank)
Clover Flower Tea
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FORAGING RULES AND TIPS
As discussed in the activity, it is important to forage mindfully and
sustainable. We need to think of how our actions, of taking part of a
plant for our own consumption, affects the ecosystem. Will this plant
still be able to grow or survive if I take a part of it? Will an animal or
insect struggle to find food because I am taking away a significant
amount of its food source? These questions are very important to the
foraging practice. The rule usually is, to not take more than one third,
and the space out your harvest. For example, is you are harvesting from
a field of dandelions, go all over, rather than focusing on one area.
 
Other considerations are if you are in doubt if a plant is exactly what
you want to be harvesting. There are a lot of lookalikes, so you must be
sure of what you are harvesting. Some tips for this: bring a guide book,
know the bark, leaves, colour, structure of the plant. Rule of thumb:
when in doubt, leave it out. Also important, is to know legalities about
foraging. Foraging in public parks is usually illegal, however, for small,
educational walks such as this, there shouldn’t be a problem.
Additionally, it is important to be aware of what kind of area you are in
(public, private, industrial, residential, etc) and therefore, what
chemicals or contaminants could have been sprayed or run-off. Do not
harvest in an area that could be infected, like near roadways, parking
lots, or factories. Make sure to wash your harvest thoroughly. 

All parts of a dandelion are edible! The root, the leaves, the flower,
although the stem isn't very enjoyable. Harvest the root and leaves
before it flowers.

Mullein

Clover can be eaten in small amounts. The raw leaves can be added
to salads, whereas the red-purple flower heads, once dried, make a
tasty iced or hot tea.

SOME BASIC PLANTS TO KNOW

Dandelion

Red Springbank Clover
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This tall and fuzzy plant has yellow flowers that are great when
dried for tea. The leaves are known as "nature's toilet paper"!


